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ABSTRACT
We examine the Fundamental Plane (FP) and mass-to-light ratio (M/L) scaling relations using the
largest sample of massive quiescent galaxies at 1.5 < z < 2.5 to date. The FP (re , σe , Ie ) is established
using 19 UVJ quiescent galaxies from COSMOS with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) HF 160W restframe optical sizes and X-shooter absorption line measured stellar velocity dispersions. For a very
massive, log(M∗ /M ) > 11.26, subset of 8 quiescent galaxies at z > 2, from Stockmann et al. (2020),
we show that they cannot passively evolve to the local Coma cluster relation alone and must undergo
significant structural evolution to mimic the sizes of local massive galaxies. The evolution of the FP
and M/L scaling relations, from z = 2 to present-day, for this subset are consistent with passive
aging of the stellar population and minor merger structural evolution into the most massive galaxies
in the Coma cluster and other massive elliptical galaxies from the MASSIVE Survey. Modeling the
luminosity evolution from minor merger added stellar populations favors a history of merging with
“dry” quiescent galaxies.
Keywords: infrared: galaxies — galaxies: stellar content — galaxies: structure — galaxies: kinematics
and dynamics — galaxies: high-redshift — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation
1. INTRODUCTION

The most massive local elliptical galaxies, believed to
be one of the most mature stages of galaxy evolution,
have been shown to form the majority of their stars
mikkelstockmann@gmail.com

rapidly, in the densest environments at z > 2 − 5 (e.g.
Blakeslee et al. 2003; Thomas et al. 2005; Greene et al.
2015). Understanding the formation and evolution of
these systems is a complex task. One way to address
this is to study their progenitors in the early universe
and to see how their properties differentiate from their
z = 0 counterparts, from which evolution can be inferred.
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A population of massive, log(M∗ /M ) > 11, quiescent galaxies which are the possible progenitor candidates of modern ellipticals have been located at z > 2
(Daddi et al. 2004; Kriek et al. 2009; Toft et al. 2012;
Belli et al. 2017), which allows us to observe the evolution of the most massive systems in the Universe. It is
clear that these early massive galaxies have extremely
compact sizes (Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006,
2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008;
Conselice et al. 2011; Szomoru et al. 2012), which are
3-5 times smaller than the present-day most massive elliptical galaxies at the same mass, and are also younger
with more recent star formation (e.g., Stockmann et al.
2020).
From these observations rapid size evolution has been
inferred for field early-type galaxies across time (Newman et al. 2012; van der Wel et al. 2014; Faisst et al.
2017; Mowla et al. 2018; Morishita et al. 2018). Simulations have shown dry mergers to be an efficient process for making galaxies larger (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2009;
Naab et al. 2009; Bezanson et al. 2009; Hilz et al. 2012,
2013; Remus et al. 2017; Lagos et al. 2018). Toft et al.
(2014) proposed an evolutionary sequence of massive
galaxies where the most massive elliptical galaxies, from
the present-day Universe, were formed in violent starbursts. These later quench possibly via AGN to become
the compact quiescent galaxies at z > 2 suggested to
undergo rapid size evolution and become the massive elliptical galaxies in the local universe (see also Cimatti
2008; Simpson et al. 2014; Gómez-Guijarro et al. 2018;
Habouzit et al. 2019).
Scaling relations between different properties of galaxies, and how these evolve through time can give us significant information about how galaxies are assembled
over cosmic time. One way to do this is by studying the
evolution of scaling relationships between various quantities. For example, massive local elliptical galaxies in
the nearby Universe are found to follow an empirical relation known as the Fundamental Plane between surface
brightness, internal velocity, and size (FP, Djorgovski &
Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987).
The zero point of the edge-on FP has been observed
to evolve with redshift, complementary to the M/L ratio (Faber et al. 1987), which has made this a preferred
tool in studying the structural and luminosity evolution of early-type galaxies across time (e.g. Bender et al.
1992a; Jørgensen et al. 1996; Jørgensen 1999; Treu et al.
2005; van der Wel et al. 2005; Cappellari et al. 2006a;
Jørgensen et al. 2006; van der Marel & van Dokkum
2007; Saglia et al. 2010; Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013).
At z < 1, the FP zero point offset has been interpreted
as the result of purely passive (without structural) evo-

lution of the stellar population (e.g. Jørgensen et al.
2006; Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013). However, this is
likely not the case at z > 2 where the red and quiescent galaxies are compact and must undergo significant
size evolution to evolve into the sizes of the present-day
galaxies.
Spectroscopic observations which are required to measure stellar velocity dispersions at z > 2 are however
time-expensive and only the rarest, brightest and most
massive systems have been studied at this distance (van
de Sande et al. 2013; Belli et al. 2017) using large cosmological fields like CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) and COSMOS (Scoville et al. 2007).
We present in this paper the FP study at z > 2 using a sample of massive field quiescent galaxies (MQGs)
introduced in Stockmann et al. (2020) (hereafter S20).
S20 find a shallow stellar velocity dispersion evolution
and significant size growth between z = 2 and 0. In this
paper, we explore whether this size growth, alongside
the passive evolution of the stellar population, can account for the observed evolution of massive galaxies in
the scaling relations from z = 2 to the present-day.
In Section 2, the z > 2 MQGs sample from S20 together with a complementary quiescent galaxy sample at
a similar redshift is presented alongside two local samples from the Coma cluster and the MASSIVE Survey.
We present the M/L and FP scaling relations in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The predicted evolution
of the size, stellar velocity dispersion, passive aging, and
luminosity increase due to minor merger driven growth
are presented in Section 4. Finally, our results are interpreted and discussed in Section 5, following a summary
of the main conclusions in Section 6.
Throughout the text, magnitudes are quoted in the
AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983; Fukugita et al. 1996)
and the following cosmological parameters, Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 are used. All
stellar masses are presented using the Chabrier (2003)
Initial Mass Function (IMF).
2. DATA

2.1. A sample of massive quiescent galaxies at z > 2
In S20, we presented a sample of MQGs at z > 2
studied with the X-shooter spectrograph (D’Odorico
et al. 2006; Vernet et al. 2011) at the VLT and Hubble
Space Telescope (HST ) HF 160W that are crucial to obtain both rest-frame optical stellar velocity dispersions
and effective sizes. The sample is selected from the
2 square degree COSMOS field, using multi-waveband
photometric fits (Muzzin et al. 2013). In summary,
the sample is selected to be K -band bright and mas-
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Table 1. Sample Summary
Target ID
UV-105842
UV-171687
UV-90676
UV-155853
UV-230929
CP-1243752
CP-540713
UDS-19627a

RA
150.26265
149.88702
150.48750
149.55630
150.20842
150.07394
150.32512
34.57125

Dec
2.0177791
2.3506956
2.2700379
2.1672480
2.7721019
2.2979755
1.8185385
-5.3607778

zspec
2.0195
2.1020
2.4781
1.9816
2.1679
2.0903
2.0409
2.0389

logAge/yr
9.19+0.26
−0.33
9.13+0.28
−0.32
9.09+0.29
−0.29
9.23+0.24
−0.33
9.10+0.28
−0.28
9.23+0.24
−0.32
9.16+0.27
−0.32
9.08+0.11
−0.10

logM∗ /M
11.68+0.16
−0.17
11.51+0.18
−0.19
11.78+0.17
−0.18
11.62+0.18
−0.17
11.48+0.16
−0.16
11.79+0.17
−0.17
11.26+0.22
−0.23
11.37+0.13
−0.10

logMdyn /M
11.47 ± 0.19
11.31 ± 0.24
11.78 ± 0.21
11.57 ± 0.11
11.16 ± 0.07
11.61 ± 0.13
11.53 ± 0.24
11.33 ± 0.14

re,circ
2.91 ± 0.29
4.49 ± 0.45
4.08 ± 0.41
4.20 ± 0.42
1.48 ± 0.15
2.54 ± 0.25
1.46 ± 0.15
1.43 ± 0.14

σe
263
182
347
247
252
350
353
318

± 57
± 50
± 82
± 30
± 21
± 53
± 97
± 53

loghIie,B
4.40
3.99
4.46
3.96
5.11
4.59
4.66
5.20

Note—Column 1: Target ID from S20; Column 2: Right Ascension in degrees (J2000); Column 3: Declination in degrees
(J2000); Column 4: Spectroscopic redshift; Column 5: Mass-weighted Age; Column 6: Stellar mass; Column 7: Circularised
dynamical mass calculated using β(n) from Cappellari et al. (2006b); Column 8: Circularised effective radius in kpc; Column
9: Stellar velocity dispersion in km s−1 ; Column 10: Average Surface brightness within re,circ in LB, pc−2 (see Appendix A).
a The spectroscopic redshift, age, stellar mass, and stellar velocity dispersion are from Toft et al. (2012) and the HST /WFC3
HF160W size are from S20.

sive (log(M∗ /M ) > 11) UVJ quiescent galaxies at
z > 2. The adopted stellar population parameters such
as mass-weighted age and stellar mass were based on
the COSMOS15 photometry Laigle et al. (2016), the
continuum emission modelling of the X-shooter spectra,
and the choice of star-formation history (see details in
S20 section 4.3). Here we consider 8 of the total 15
galaxies from S20 with measured stellar velocity dispersions, which is essential to study them in the scaling
relations. We find no selection bias when comparing the
size, age, stellar mass, and redshift of this sample to the
parent sample in S20.
In Table 1, we list the mass-weighted age, stellar mass,
stellar velocity dispersions, and sizes for these 8 galaxies. The adopted stellar velocity dispersion will be referred to as the effective stellar velocity dispersion in this
study due to minimal correction (< 5%) when following
the equations based on X-shooter observations in van de
Sande et al. (2013). For further details, we refer to S20.
Contrary to S20, we compute the dynamical masses
√ in
this paper by using the circularized sizes (re,circ = ba)1
to make them consistent with the dynamical masses derived using circularized radius from the study of local
cluster scaling relations in previous work such as e.g.
Jørgensen & Chiboucas (2013). We have verified that
the qualitative results from S20 remain when using circularized dynamical masses and sizes. Following local
studies (e.g. Jørgensen 1999), we adopt the Bessel Bband luminosity, estimated in our case from the restframe fluxes obtained from the most recent COSMOS
photometry (Laigle et al. 2016) using the photometric
1

Here a and b are the semi-major and -minor axis.

redshift code EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008)2 . Normally,
the magnitudes (luminosities) from the effective radius
profile fitting is used when studying the scaling relations.
We adopted another approach to, instead, extract the
COSMOS magnitudes to treat the high redshift samples
(S20 and the galaxies from Section 2.2) consistently. We
confirm that these magnitudes, when compared to the
HF 160W magnitudes from the profile fits, can be considered representative with negligible differences. The
method here is as a result similar to the standard approach. The luminosity and average effective surface
brightness are estimated using the method outlined in
Appendix A. Hereafter, the dynamical mass-to-light ratio in the Bessel B-band is referred to as M/L. The 8
galaxies in our sample have a mean age of ∼ 1.5 Gyr
and span a similar stellar mass and size range to the full
15 galaxy parent sample from S20.
2.2. Complementary sample of quiescent galaxies at
1.5 < z < 2.5
In addition to the galaxies from S20, we adopt a sample of 1.5 < z < 2.5 quiescent galaxies from Belli et al.
(2017). We choose 11 out of 24 galaxies with stellar velocity dispersions, which have available COSMOS photometry in Laigle et al. (2016) to ensure consistent photometry extractions similar to the S20 sample. Out of
the 11 galaxies, 7 are at z < 2 and 4 at z > 2. The 11
galaxies from Belli et al. (2017) introduced here will be
referred to as B17.
From Belli et al. (2017), we adopt the effective semimajor axis, absorption line measured stellar velocity
dispersions and dynamical masses (see their table 2).
2

https://github.com/gbrammer/eazy-photoz
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The effective semi-major axis are derived, similar to
S20, using Sérsic profile fits to the rest-frame optical HST /WFC3 HF160W images using GALFIT (Peng
et al. 2002) and converted to circularized radius. We
know from S20 sample that the COSMOS magnitudes
in the H-band are a good approximation of the magnitudes in the above profile fit method and thus indirectly
related to the effective radii. The stellar velocity dispersions are derived from rest-frame optical Multi-Object
Spectrometer For Infra-Red Exploration (MOSFIRE,
McLean et al. 2012) spectra using Penalized PiXelFitting (pPXF, Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) to fit
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) (BC03) stellar population
models which are qualitative similar to S20. The dynamical masses are converted from the semi-major axis
to the circularized radius using the axis ratio. As in
S20, the dynamical mass is estimated using the method
from Cappellari et al. (2006a).

the SDSS SkyServer3 . The de Vaucouleur photometry
(“deVMag”) in the u, g, r, i, z bands is extracted and
converted to rest-frame Bessel B-band magnitude using
the EAZY code, in the same way as in the high redshift
samples in this study. The “cmodelMag” estimate, also
used for the Coma sample (Section 2.4), was compared
with the de Vaucouleur fit magnitudes to establish that
the latter is a good representation, which was also confirmed by the “fracDeV” parameter. The luminosity
and effective surface brightness are calculated from the
apparent magnitude using the methods covered in Appendix A. Instead of estimating the luminosity distance
from the redshift, these galaxies are close enough that
peculiar velocities have a significant impact on their
distance measurement. We, therefore, use the distance
measurement from Ma et al. (2014), who correct for this
effect. The 17 galaxy subsample used here is referred to
as MASSIVE(n17 ).

The two z ∼ 2 samples (Section 2.1 and 2.2), used
here, satisfy the UVJ quiescent galaxy selection from
Muzzin et al. (2013). Together they allow for exploring
a larger dynamical mass range, 10.5 < log(Mdyn /M ) <
11.9, and redshift, 1.5 < z < 2.5, corresponding to a
cosmological time span of ∼ 1.7 Gyr considered short
compared to their consequent 8-10 Gyrs of evolution to
the present-day.

The de Vaucouleur effective radii (“deVRad”) corresponding to extracted photometry from the SDSS
SkyServer is used. After confirming that the radii are
consistent among the different bands, we chose to use
the g-band effective radii as the wavelength coverage is
comparable to the Bessel B-band. The radii are circularized using the axis ratio (“deVAB”). The average
luminosity weighted dispersion within the effective radius is adopted (Veale et al. 2018). The dynamical
masses are estimated using the method in S20 (with the
prescription from Cappellari et al. 2006b) using n = 4
and the circularized effective sizes.

2.3. The MASSIVE Survey
The original volume-limited MASSIVE Survey sample is selected as the most massive and K -band brightest early-type galaxies within 108 Mpc of the northern
hemisphere (Ma et al. 2014). Here, we use the 25 most
massive, log(M∗ /M ) > 11.7, MASSIVE galaxies (hereafter MASSIVE(n) sample), selected at fixed cumulative number density (CND) matching our massive z ∼ 2
sample as described in S20. The cumulative number
density of the z ∼ 2 sample is estimated from the massive, log(M∗ /M ) > 11.2, UVJ quiescent galaxies at
1.9 < z < 2.5 in the Muzzin et al. (2013) catalog. The
results in S20 are shown to be robust against the choice
of CND method (fixed and probabilistic, Wellons & Torrey 2017), as well as the mass-rank scatter. Utilizing
this CND approach is an attempt to minimize progenitor bias by predicting the local progenitors of the high-z
galaxies. A thorough discussion of the assumptions and
uncertainties is covered in S20 Section 5.1.
The magnitudes for 17/25 galaxies are obtained from
the SDSS DR14 catalog photometry (Blanton et al.
2017) by cross-matching the MASSIVE(n) sample using

The stellar mass, size and stellar velocity dispersion
between the MASSIVE(n) and MASSIVE(n17 ) samples
are compared in Appendix B. Here we find that the
MASSIVE(n17 ) sample is uniformly sampled from the
initial distribution of stellar mass, size and stellar velocity dispersion and is 68 % complete. As a result, our
MASSIVE(n17 ) selection with available photometry is
representative of the parent CND matched sample and
can be considered a suitable minimal progenitor biased
reference sample.
2.4. Coma cluster
As a local reference cluster we use Coma/Abell 1656
0
complete to grf
≤ 16.1 magnitudes, as used in Jørgensen
et al. (2019). The scaling relations of the Coma cluster are well studied and we include them as a reference
to other high-redshift comparisons. We adopt the 123
galaxies with average effective surface brightness, stel3

http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr14/en/tools/crossid/crossid.aspx
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Figure 1. M/L ratio as a function of dynamical mass (a) and stellar velocity dispersion (b) are shown for the S20 MQGs
z > 2 (red symbols) and 11 COSMOS quiescent galaxies at 1.5 < z < 2.5 from B17 (orange symbols). The Coma galaxies
(z = 0.0231, blue symbols) are shown together with the best-fit relation (blue line) when assuming Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013
FP parameters. The MASSIVE Survey galaxies with available rest-frame B-band photometry (all white and purple hexagons)
and the CND-matched MASSIVE(n17 ) sample (purple hexagons only) are shown. The best-fit (black dotted line) and rms (gray
shading) of the combined high redshift samples (S20 and B17) are shown together with the Coma best-fit relation offset to the
median M/L at z ∼ 2 (dashed blue).

lar velocity dispersion, and circularised sizes. The stellar
velocity dispersion measurements (from Jørgensen et al.
−1
2018) are derived from high S/N (∼ 60 Å ) spectra using the recipe presented in Jørgensen et al. (2017). The
surface brightness is calculated using rest-frame Bessel
B magnitudes based on the SDSS cmodelmag magnitude (see Appendix A in Jørgensen et al. 2019). The
circularized effective radii are constructed from SDSS
parameters to be a pseudo-Sérsic effective radii with the
purpose of matching the “cmodelMag” magnitudes (see
method in Jørgensen et al. 2019). Both data sets are calibrated to the Legacy data (Jørgensen 1999; Jørgensen &
Chiboucas 2013) to provide a trustworthy low redshift
reference cluster. For further details on the physical
properties of the Coma cluster, we refer to section 2 in
Jørgensen et al. (2018).
3. RESULTS

In this section, we present the Mdyn /LB and Fundamental Plane scaling relations as a tool to study the
evolution of MQG from z = 2 to 0. We do so by fitting
these relations at z ∼ 2 and comparing them to two
local samples presented in Section 2.

3.1. Dynamical Mass-to-light ratio, Mdyn /LB
The Mdyn /LB reveals information about how the dynamical structure of galaxies’ compares to the luminosity of their stellar populations. This ratio has been found
to increase in massive quiescent galaxies, believed to be
driven by the non-star forming and passive evolution of
their stellar population. Here, we study the Mdyn /LB
relations for massive quiescent galaxies and their evolution in the past 10 billion years. We show these relations
in Figure 1, both as a function of dynamical mass (1a)
and stellar velocity dispersion (1b), for a sample of z ∼ 2
MQGs (S20 + B17) alongside two local reference samples (Coma, MASSIVE(n17 )).
Compared to the local Coma and MASSIVE(n17 )
galaxies, the high redshift samples (S20 and B17) have
lower M/L as expected for brighter younger systems.
The majority of the galaxies from S20 have, already at
z = 2, dynamical masses similar to the ∼ 10% most massive galaxies in the Coma cluster (see Figure 1a). The
MASSIVE(n17 ) galaxies have dynamical masses similar
to the 2 % most dynamical massive Coma galaxies and
show that they are among the most massive galaxies in
the local Universe. The distribution of the stellar ve-
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log10 re = α log10 σe + β log10 hIie,B + γ
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e,B +0.82log10σe)/1.54

locity dispersions of S20 and B17 is consistent with the
high-end measurements in Coma (see Figure 1b). When
comparing the stellar velocity dispersions between the
S20 and the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample we find that a shallow evolution is expected between z = 2 and the presentday. The MASSIVE(n17 ) sample have high stellar velocity dispersions similar to the high end of the Coma
cluster measurements.
The combined samples of S20 and B17, in Figure 1a
and b, are fit by minimizing the least-squares in the ydirection and the uncertainty on the slopes is estimated
using a bootstrap procedure (see also Jørgensen et al.
1996; Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013). A relation for the
combined high-redshift (S20 and B17) sample is established, while this was not possible using the narrow dynamical mass range of the S20 sample alone. The fits
are shown in Figure 1, together with the associated root
mean square (rms) from the regression, and listed in Table 2. The M/L with dynamical mass relation appears
slightly steeper, although by less than 2σ. For both
M/L vs Mdyn and M/L vs σe , we find best-fit slopes,
for the combined high redshift sample, to be consistent
with the local Coma relation (see relation 4 and 6 in
Table 2).

3.0
2.5

and
(2.22 log10 re + β log10 hIie,B + α log10 σe )/2.7
= (α log10 hIie,B − β log10 σe )/1.54,

(2)

respectively. The best-fit Coma relation slopes (α =
1.30 ± 0.08, β = −0.82 ± 0.03) and zero point (γ =
−0.443) in the rest-frame B-band are adopted as our
local reference orientation of the plane (Jørgensen et al.
2006, see also Table 2).
The best-fit Coma data, from Jørgensen et al. (2019),
was fit using the same method as described below while
adopting the FP parameters from Jørgensen & Chiboucas (2013) (α = 1.30 ± 0.08, β = −0.82 ± 0.03) to get
the zero point (γ = −0.443). We use this as our local
reference cluster fit and list the parameters along with
their uncertainties in Table 2.
In Figure 2, the FP edge-on and face-on projections, as
described in Equation 1 and 2, are shown. We use this to

2.0
0.5

0.0

0.5

 ® 1.0

(2.22log10re,circ−0.82log10 I

1.5

e,B +1.30log10σe)/2.7

2.0

Figure 2. The FP projected edge-on (a) and face-on (b)
with the symbols as in Figure 1. The exclusion zone for local
spheroidal galaxies from Bender et al. (1992b) and the Coma
luminosity limit from Jørgensen et al. (2006) are shown in
the face-on plane. A FPz∼2 is established when combining
the COSMOS quiescent galaxies from S20 and B17.

examine how z ∼ 2 massive quiescent galaxies populate
and evolve to z = 0 in this plane. In the edge-on FP, the
dominating errors from the stellar velocity dispersion are
shown on the y-axis. For the face-on plane, the errors
are calculated similarly to the approximation used in
Jørgensen et al. (2006).
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Table 2. Fundamental Plane and M/L scaling relations
No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Sample
Comaa
Combined sample (1.5 < z < 2.5)b
Comaa
Combined sample (1.5 < z < 2.5)b
Comaa
Combined sample (1.5 < z < 2.5)b

Relation
logre = (1.30 ± 0.08) logσ − (0.82 ± 0.03) loghIie,B − 0.443
logre = (0.46 ± 0.18) logσ − (0.46 ± 0.07) loghIie,B + 1.275
logM/L = (0.27 ± 0.03) logMdyn − 2.145
logM/L = (0.51 ± 0.15) logMdyn − 6.393
logM/L = (0.96 ± 0.10) logσ − 1.326
logM/L = (1.09 ± 0.41) logσ − 3.236

Ngal
123
19
123
19
123
19

rms
0.08
0.15
0.09
0.26
0.10
0.28

σγ
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.06

Note—Column 1: Sample; Column 2: Fitting method; Column 3: Scaling relations; Column 4: Number of galaxies included
in fit; Column 5: p
rms scatter along the y direction of the scaling relation; Column 6: The uncertainty on the zero point (γ)
estimated as rms/ Ngal (assuming fixed coefficients).
a Fits are from Jørgensen et al. (2019) Table 4.
b Samples from S20 and B17 (see Section 2)

The COSMOS quiescent galaxies from S20 and B17
are found to be below (in the edge-on plane) and above
(in the face-on plane) the local Coma FP relation. These
galaxies have compact sizes and younger stellar populations (due to their high redshift and more recent quenching), effectively increasing their mean effective surface
brightness.
An edge-on FP cannot be clearly established using the
S20 sample alone. However, when fitting the S20 and
B17 samples together, a FP is in place at 1.5 < z < 2.5
(hereafter referred to as FPz∼2 ). The FP is fitted by
using the least-squares method, minimizing the leastsquares in the y-direction, with uncertainties from a
bootstrapping method (see relation 2 in Table 2). In van
de Sande et al. (2014), a FP was indicated for a similar epoch (1.5 < z < 2.5). However, in this study, the
sample of z > 2 galaxies is 3× more numerous, robustly
confirming the existence of a plane at 1.5 < z < 2.5.
A FPz∼2 is established using 19 massive quiescent
galaxies that as a result must have been a relatively
homogeneous population already at this epoch signaling even earlier formation and significant evolution from
z = 2 to the present-day.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE SCALING RELATIONS

In Section 3 we established a FP for MQGs at
1.5 < z < 2.5. Here, we explore how the z = 2 MQGs
from S20 evolve through these scaling relations to the
CND-matched minimal progenitor biased (Section 2.3)
local MASSIVE(n17 ) sample. The z = 2 MQGs was, in
S20, shown to undergo structural (∆logre,circ ∼ 0.6) and
stellar mass (∆logM∗ ∼ 0.3) evolution with a stellarto-dynamical mass ratio, ∆log10 M∗ /∆log10 Mdyn ∼ 0.5,
from z = 2 to 0. These effects was in S20 suggested to
arise from minor merger driven size growth. Additionally, the luminosity is expected to change due passive

evolution of the stellar population and with the addition
of new stellar mass from the minor merger driven size
evolution. We adopt the structural and dynamical mass
evolution from S20 and in Section 4.1 and 4.4 model
the before mentioned luminosity evolution components.
Combining these effects we explore if they show a consistent picture of evolution when analysed in the scaling
relations.
Finally, to highlight how the different physical mechanisms affect the evolution of the galaxies, throughout
the scaling relations, Equation 8 was derived. The evolution of the FP parameters can be formalised (Saglia
et al. 2010, 2016) under the assumption of homology,
where α, β are constant over time (Beifiori et al. 2017),
∆log10 L =

1 + 2β
α
∆γ
∆log10 re − ∆log10 σe −
. (3)
β
β
β

The logarithmic difference is define by ∆log10 X =
log10 (Xz=2 /Xz=0 ) where X, in this case, is either the
luminosity, size or dispersion. The zero point evolution
is described by ∆γ = γz − γz=0 . This leads to the relation between the zero point evolution and the average
change in ML, ∆log10 M/L = ∆γ/β. We express the
change in ML by effective size, stellar velocity dispersion, and luminosity evolution,
∆log10 M/L =

1 + 2β
α
∆log10 re − ∆log10 σe
β
β
−∆log10 Ltotal .
(4)

The change in effective size and stellar velocity dispersion are adopted from S20 as mentioned above. The
total luminosity contribution from z = 2 to 0 can be
described by both the luminosity change due to passive
evolution, ∆log10 Lpassive , and the luminosity change associated with the newly incorporated stellar mass within
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2.5

= x∆log10 Mdyn − ∆log10

(6)
M∗
L


. (7)
M∗

Here x = ∆log10 M∗ /∆log10 Mdyn and ∆log10 Mdyn are
adopted from S20 (see the first paragraph). The total
change in ML can thus be expressed in terms of the
passive (Section 4.1), structural (Section 4.2), stellar-todynamical mass ratio (Section 4.3), and the luminosity
contribution from the stellar mass increase due to minor
merger driven size growth (Section 4.4),
∆log10 M/L =

1 + 2β
α
∆log10 re − ∆log10 σe
β
β
−∆log10 Lpassive


M∗
.(8)
−x∆log10 Mdyn + ∆log10
L M∗

We show the effect of the mean size and dispersion
evolution from S20 and the modeled effect on the luminosity in Figure 3 and in Appendix C. The effects of passive (red) and structural (blue) evolution with the effect
of the stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio (black) inclusion,
and the luminosity increase from the stellar mass (green)
is shown in arrows from the median of the S20 sample of
z = 2 MQGs. The effects of passive and structural evolution together with the change in dynamical-to-stellar
mass ratio presents a realistic scenario of how these S20
MQGs could evolve into local galaxies.
4.1. Passive Evolution
The expected passive evolution of the stellar population, from the redshift of formation to the present
day, is estimated based on the evolution in M∗ /L of
a BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) Simple Stellar Population (SSP) model with Chabrier IMF and solar metallicity. The formation redshift is estimated from the
mass-weighted age and the redshift of observation. The
passive evolution takes into account mass-loss during
stellar evolution, and the M∗ is thus the mass locked
into stars at a given age. The mass-weighted mean stellar age is indicative of the epoch by which the bulk of
the stellar mass was formed. The M∗ /L uncertainties
are dominated by the 1σ standard deviation of the age

a) FP edge-on
DRY

1.0

WET
fDM

1.5

0.5

 ®

M∗
L

1.3log10σe−0.82log10 I

∆log10 LM∗ = ∆log10 M∗ − ∆log10

e,B

The ∆log10 LM∗ can be expressed in terms of the stellar
mass and M∗ − L evolution,

2.0

al
tur
c
u
str

0.0
0.5
passive

∆log10 Ltotal = ∆log10 Lpassive + ∆log10 LM∗ . (5)

[kms−1 LB, ¯pc−2 ]

the effective radius, ∆log10 LM∗ ,

1.0

Coma (z=0.024)
MASSIVE(n17)
The MASSIVE Survey

1.5
2.0

0.0

0.5

log10re,circ[kpc]

S19a (z>2)
B17 (1.5<z<2.5)

1.0

1.5

Figure 3. The FP projected edge-on (as portrait in Figure 2) shown with the predicted evolution (see Section 4)
of the S20 sample from z = 2 to 0. The average decrease
in luminosity from passive evolution of the stellar population (Section 4.1) is shown by the red arrow. The size increase from structural evolution due to minor mergers are
shown as the blue arrow (Section 4.2). The black arrow
shows the effect of a changing M∗ /Mdyn from 1 to 0.5 (Section 4.3). The green arrow represents the surface brightness
change for dry or wet minor merger-driven structural evolution (see Section 4.4). The MQGs from S20 are consistent with evolving, via both passive and primarily dry minor merger structural evolution when taking the change in
stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio into account, into the local
most massive Coma galaxies and the CND-matched minimal
progenitor biased MASSIVE(n17 ) sample. These evolutionary trends are shown on Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix C.

(∼ 0.2 dex) when assuming solar metallicity. The definition of passive evolution assumes that no new stellar
mass is added and thus M∗ /L directly relates to the
∆log10 Lpassive from Equation 8.
The average estimate of the passive evolution is
shown by the red arrow in Figure 3. This is what
is expected as Equation 8 reduces to ∆log10 M/L =
∆γ/β = −∆log10 Lpassive for no structural (∆log10 re =
∆log10 σe = 0) and no luminosity change (from a stellar mass increase). The passive evolution cannot fully
explain the direct evolution, of MQGs from z = 2 to
0, to Coma galaxies at fixed dynamical mass (or size).
Furthermore, it is inadequate in alone explaining the
expected evolution to the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample.

The Fundamental Plane of MQGs at z ∼ 2
4.2. Structural evolution
We learned from S20 that the size growth with shallow
stellar velocity dispersion change was driven by minor
merger structural evolution. Using this information we
can simplify Equation 8,
∆log10 M/L =

∆γ
1 + 2β
=
∆log10 re .
β
β

(9)

The effect of the structural evolution adopted from
S20 is based on the size increase from the stellar mass
size plane, their figure 8 (∆logre,circ ∼ 0.6) alongside insignificant stellar velocity dispersion evolution
(∆logσe ∼ 0). This effect is shown in the edge-on FP in
Figure 3 as the sloped blue arrow. The combined effect
of the mean passive evolution of the stellar population
(red arrow) and mean the structural evolution from minor merger driven size increase (blue arrow) brings the
S20 MQGs in the vicinity of the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample.
4.3. Stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio
In S20 they found that the median stellar-todynamical mass ratio x = ∆log10 M∗ /∆log10 Mdyn ∼ 0.5.
Specifically the stellar mass doubles (∆logM∗ ∼ 0.3 dex)
from z = 2 to 0. Following equation 8, we show how
this ratio affects the evolution of the scaling relations
when not unity,
∆log10 M/L =

∆γ
= x ∆log10 Mdyn
β

9

The B-band luminosity increase from merging galaxies
between z = 2−0 is modeled with composite stellar population models from the BC03 library with solar metallicity to obtain the stellar ML (similar to Section 4.1).
The star-formation history follows the evolution of the
main-sequence (Speagle et al. 2014). It is assumed that,
after merging, the galaxies stop forming stars and follow
a passive evolution.
The median stellar mass increase (∆logM∗ = 0.3 dex)
from minor mergers, predicted in S20, are used assuming
a 1:20 merger ratio. Note that in our simplistic model,
the correct mass ratio does not play a significant role.
We also investigate a more realistic scenario with mergers distributed across redshift (z=1.8-0.1) together with
two extreme cases of all the mass added at z = 1.8 or
0.1. A B-band luminosity increase of 0.4 − 0.45 dex is
found in all cases (for more details see Appendix D).
In Figure 3 the effect of increasing luminosity, due
to wet minor merger stellar populations, is shown by
the green arrow (0.4 dex). This effect appears to be
in disagreement with the location of the Coma relation
and the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample. This suggests that dry
minor merger galaxies, with no additional luminosity
increase, are a preferred evolution scenario for MQGs.

5. DISCUSSION

(10)

Here the effect of a changing stellar-to-dynamical mass
ratio can be seen to directly affect the change in the scaling relations. The effect for x = 0.5 is shown in Figure
3. When taking into account the stellar-to-dynamical
mass ratio, that affect the conversion between the stellar
and dynamical ML ratio we obtain a predicted evolution
closer to the high mass end of the Coma relation and the
median position of the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample.
4.4. Luminosity increase from wet minor merger
stellar populations
From S20 we learned that z = 2 MQGs grow their size
and stellar mass through minor mergers in their evolution to z = 0. In addition to the decrease in the B-band
luminosity, due to passive evolution, it is expected that
such merger events could add to the B-band luminosity
if these are star-forming galaxies at the time of merging.
From now on, this type of merger is referred to as “wet”,
contrary to the “dry” minor mergers that are passive before merging. In Equation 8 this reduces to the effect
of the stellar ML change from new stars accreted from
minor mergers,


M∗
∆log10 M/L = ∆log10
.
(11)
L M∗

5.1. Passive evolution of massive quiescent galaxies
from z = 2 to 0
Studies of passive galaxies in 0.8 < z < 1.8 clusters
(among others Jørgensen et al. 2006; van der Marel &
van Dokkum 2007; Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013; Beifiori
et al. 2017; Jørgensen et al. 2019) find that the change
in M∗ /L ratio can be explained by passive evolution to
z = 0. Below we explore if a similar analysis can account
for the evolution of the scaling relations at z ∼ 2.
Jørgensen & Chiboucas (2013) derived the Mdyn /LB
ratio evolution (based on models from Maraston 2005),
as a function of stellar age and metallicity, to be
logMdyn /LB = 0.935 log age + 0.337[M/H] − 0.053.
Assuming passive evolution from z = 2 to the best-fit
Coma relation, at log(Mdyn /M ) = 11.5, we find a formation redshift of zform,Coma = 2.01+0.1
−0.04 (for details see
Appendix E). The formation redshift is similar to the
redshift of observation, which leaves too short a time to
form the S20 MQGs at this epoch. The formation redshift, derived from our stellar population mass-weighted
ages (assuming the median age), is zform = 3.41+4.92
−0.91 .
The uncertainties are estimated using the 1σ age uncertainties. Based on this, we conclude that the S20 MQGs
at z > 2 cannot evolve to the Coma relation by passive
evolution alone.
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5.2. Minor merger-driven structural evolution of
massive quiescent galaxies

The fixed CND-matched MASSIVE(n17 ) sample allows us to study the evolution of massive galaxy scaling relations from z = 2 to 0 with minimal progenitor bias. Evidence against purely passive evolution to
z = 0 is present in both the scaling relations (Figures
3 and 5) as explicitly shown in the previous section.
The S20 MQGs at z > 2 are consistent with evolving into the very most massive Coma galaxies, and the
MASSIVE(n17 ) sample, through passive, structural, and
stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio evolution.
The size increase of massive quiescent galaxies in cosmological simulations could be explained by adiabatic
expansion due to AGN, decreasing the central mass density and puffing up the galaxies (Dubois et al. 2013;
Choi et al. 2018). Major mergers, as the dominant
mechanism for size growth, have become less popular
as they make the galaxies too massive to be consistent
with massive nearby galaxies. In S20, the structural
evolution is interpreted to be from minor mergers in
line with the scenario presented in the idealized simulations from Hopkins et al. (2009); Naab et al. (2009);
Hilz et al. (2012, 2013). Here, the effective half-light
radius grows by adding stars to the outskirts of the
galaxy from tidally stripped minor mergers. This scenario is shown to cause inside-out growth, starting from
a compact elliptical galaxy (core) that causes, through
minor mergers, a build-up of the surface density profile
wings, a present-day analog of a giant elliptical galaxy
(core-envelope). A consequence of the inside-out minor
merger growth scenario from Hilz et al. (2012) is an increasing dark matter fraction which has been suggested
to cause a tilt in the FP over time (Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2005; D’Onofrio et al. 2013). Essentially this is
a consequence of using the effective radius as a foundation for analyzing the evolution, as this results in the
stellar velocity dispersion mainly tracing the stars at
z = 2 but at z = 0 a higher fraction of dark matter
to stars. This effectively introduces a systematic difference between comparing stellar velocity dispersions
across epochs that only trace stars with a similar sample
where the stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio evolves. This
systematic difference, included in Section 4.3, must be
taking into account and can be seen as the black arrow
in Figures 3 and 5.
5.3. Dry minor merger evolution
In Section 4.4, the predicted luminosity increase from
wet minor mergers is modeled under the assumption
that they are the primary drivers of the size growth.
For the realistic scenario of adding wet minor mergers

continuously from z = 2 to 0, we find that the luminosity
increases by roughly 0.4 dex.
In Figures 3 and 5, the predicted position of the
S20 MQGs (following passive, structural, and stellarto-dynamical mass evolution) is indicated alongside the
effect of the luminosity from wet minor mergers. The
green arrow indicates how the predictions would move
compared to the local best-fit relation of Coma and
around the locus of the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample, strongly
favoring dry minor mergers.
In the inside-out growth scenario, the rest-frame Bband luminosity increase takes place in the outer parts
of the galaxy. The luminosity from the MASSIVE(n17 )
sample is measured using SDSS deVMag which represents the luminosity of the galaxy out to 8re . Thus, an
underestimation of the luminosity, by only sampling the
central part of the galaxy and missing the outskirts, is
unlikely.
The wet minor merger luminosity increase offsets the predictions from the local relation and the
MASSIVE(n17 ) sample and thus appears to not be a
favored way to grow MQG at z ∼ 2. Another possibility
is that the minor mergers already have quenched stellar
populations (before their merger) with low rest-frame
B-band luminosity (Oogi & Habe 2013; Naab et al. 2014;
Tapia et al. 2014). The evolution from z = 2 to 0 of the
FP and M/L ratio scaling relations is consistent with
such a scenario, caused primarily by dry minor mergers,
passive, and stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio evolution
for massive quiescent galaxies.
5.4. Caveats
Data from S20 and B17 are combined to establish
the FPz∼2 at 1.5 < z < 2.5 with more than half of
the sources at z > 2. A large fraction of the quiescent
galaxies from B17 is found to be disk-like (based on
Sérsic index, n < 2.5 Belli et al. 2017), which could
mean that an unknown contribution from rotation is included in the measured stellar velocity dispersion. For
spherical dispersion-dominated systems, the circularized
radius and semi-major axis are comparable methods of
size measurement. However, for more disk-like systems
the difference grows between the two size measuring
methods, further causing a bias between dispersion and
rotation dominated galaxies. We estimate, based on the
axis ratios, that the circularised sizes differ by 7 − 30%
compared to the semi-major axes. This is well within
the quoted uncertainties of the predicted position of the
S20 MQGs at z = 0. This bias could potentially affect
the zero point and coefficients of the best-fit in Figure 1
and 2. This issue could be solved by spatially resolved
spectroscopy disentangling the contribution from rota-
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tion and dispersion.
The SDSS modelMag luminosity of the most luminous galaxies have been underestimated (Bernardi et al.
2017). In our study, the deVMag and cmodelMag methods have been used to estimate the luminosity of the
MASSIVE and Coma sample, respectively. The median offset for the brightest galaxies (Mr ∼ −24), in
the r-band, are ∼ 15 % (see Figure 7 in Bernardi et al.
(2017)). This translates to a difference in ∆log10 L ∝
log10 (100.4∆Mr ) = 0.4 · 0.15 = 0.06, assuming that the
r-band magnitude are representative for the Bessel Bband used in our study. In the case that this assumption
is valid, the ML and average effective surface brightness
would change by 0.06 dex, thus moving the local galaxies in the positive y-direction, by the same amount, in
Figure 1, 2, and 3. Such an effect is minimal and would
not affect the general trends, results, and conclusions
made in this paper.
The dominating uncertainty of the mass-rank scatter from the CND-matching of the local MASSIVE(n17 )
sample does not affect the conclusions of this study.
Furthermore, if using a probabilistic CND-matching approach (see Wellons & Torrey 2017), this would increase
the number of galaxies in the MASSIVE(n17 ) sample
from 17 to 30. In Figure 1 and 2 this would correspond
to a greater number of white hexagons becoming purple,
which causes no noticeable effects on the trends in the
figures. On the other hand, if not all massive galaxies
at z > 2 have similar merger histories, descendants that
become quiescent systems at late times would have been
missed (see e.g. Naab et al. 2014). A study of the average stellar population age within the effective radius
of the most massive (σ∗ > 220 km/s) MASSIVE Survey
galaxies (Greene et al. 2015) find their ages to be > 10
Gyr. This suggest that our sample of MASSIVE(n17 )
galaxies already were quenched at z > 2, and likely
have similar merger histories from z = 2 to 0. Studies also show that the most massive end of the stellar
mass function (log(M∗ /M ) > 11.5) evolves very little,
if at all between 0 < z < 2 McLeod et al. (see e.g. figure
5 in 2020).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we present the highest redshift study of
quiescent galaxy scaling relations with a sample size 2×
larger than previous studies at this redshift. The M/L
ratio of massive quiescent galaxies at z > 2 is observed
to be ∼ 30 − 40× smaller than the local Coma relation
(at fixed dynamical mass) and it requires significant passive luminosity evolution to match the z = 0 relation.
In S20, the same galaxies are shown to undergo con-
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siderable structural evolution by quadrupling their sizes
from z = 2 to 0, while their effective dispersion remains
nearly unchanged. In this paper, the FP and M/L ratio
established scaling relations at z ∼ 2, and the expected
structural and passive evolution, are explored for the
S20 MQGs from z = 2 to 0. The main conclusions of
this study are listed below:
• The FP and M/L ratio relations are established
at z ∼ 2. Compared to the local Coma cluster and the CND-matched MASSIVE(n17 ) sample,
the quiescent galaxies at high redshift are found to
be both compact and rest-frame B-band brighter,
the latter due to more recently quenched stellar
populations. The position of the MASSIVE(n17 )
sample broadly agrees with the best fit Coma relation for the most massive and largest galaxies
(Figure 1 and 2).
• Interpreting the M/L ratio offset as purely passive
evolution of the stellar population leads to a formation redshift of z ∼ 2, lower than the formation
redshift inferred from the stellar population analysis of S20 MQGs, zform = 3.41+4.92
−0.91 (Section 5.1).
As a result, the S20 MQGs are not consistent with
their evolution into the local Coma FP and M/L
ratio scaling relations by passive evolution alone.
• The S20 MQGs at z ∼ 2 are consistent with passive, structural, and stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio evolution into the most massive Coma galaxies
and the minimal progenitor biased MASSIVE(n17 )
sample (See Section 4 and Figures 3 and 5).
• In the case that the observed size evolution can be
attributed entirely to minor mergers, the FP and
M/L ratio evolutions are consistent with the accretion of dry minor merger stellar populations. A
scenario of wet minor mergers increases the restframe B-band luminosity by 0.4 dex inconsistent
with the evolution of MQG at z ∼ 2 into the
local most massive Coma and the CND-matched
MASSIVE(n17 ) galaxies.
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APPENDIX
A. THE DERIVATION OF THE LUMINOSITY AND EFFECTIVE SURFACE BRIGHTNESS, hIie,B

The luminosity and average effective surface brightness are estimated by converting the EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008)
calculated rest-frame B-band fluxes to apparent AB magnitudes (assuming no extinction correction) and calculating
the absolute Vega magnitudes and luminosity by
MV ega,B = mV ega,B − 5 · (log(DL /pc) − 1)
Here the luminosity distance (DL ) and M
calculated as

,B

LB,gal
= 10−0.4(MV ega,B −M
LB,

,B )

.

(A1)

= 5.455 are used. The effective surface brightness in Bessel B-band is
hIie,B =

LB,gal /LB,
.
2πre2

(A2)

Note that cosmological redshift dimming is included when converting the radius from arcsec to parsec.
B. HOW REPRESENTATIVE IS THE MASSIVE(N17 ) SAMPLE

To ensure that we do not introduce a bias we compare the MASSIVE(n17 ) and the parent MASSIVE(n) sample’s
stellar mass, size or stellar velocity dispersion. This is presented in Figure 4 where we show that the MASSIVE(n17 )
sample is representative of the structural and kinematical parameters.
C. THE EVOLUTION OF THE FP AND ML RELATIONS

We present Figure 5 showing Figures 1 and 2, from Section 3, here with the mean evolutionary trends covered in
Section 4.
D. DETAILS ON THE MODELING OF THE B-BAND LUMINOSITY INCREASE DUE TO MINOR MERGER

ADDED STELLAR POPULATIONS
The amount of B-band luminosity increase due to the minor wet and dry newly added merging stellar populations
are constrained between redshifts z = 2 to 0, based on simple assumptions. Figure 6 shows the B-band luminosity
increase due to minor mergers (on top of the luminosity decrease due to passive evolution) as a function of redshift
for three scenarios. In scenario A, it is assumed that all the merging happens about 300 Myrs after the galaxies are
observed at z = 1.8. In scenario B, the galaxies merge at z=0.1. Note that, since the merging galaxies follow the global
star-forming main-sequence, and hence have lower SFRs at lower redshifts on average, the increase in luminosity is
less at z = 0.1 than at z = 1.8. Finally, scenario C shows a more realistic merger history for which 10 %, 20 %, 30 %,
and 40 % of the stellar mass increase happens via mergers at z = 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, and 1.8, respectively. These follow
roughly the measured trends of merger fraction in the literature (e.g. Man et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2012; Man et al.
2016). Although the merger history in the different scenarios is very different, the final increase in rest-frame B-band
luminosity is very similar between 0.4 and 0.45 dex.
4
5

http://www.astropy.org
http://mips.as.arizona.edu/∼cnaw/sun.html
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Figure 4. The distribution of MASSIVE(n) (red) and MASSIVE(n17 ) (blue) for the stellar mass-size and size-dispersion plane.
The MASSIVE(n17 ) sample, with available SDSS photometry, is selected uniformly from the parent MASSIVE(n) sample and
can be considered representative for the CND-matched parent sample.
E. FORMATION REDSHIFT FROM M/L RELATION

Jørgensen & Chiboucas (2013), using Maraston (2005) models, predict the M/LB ratio evolution as a function of
age and metallicity (Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013, Table 9)
logM/LB = 0.935 log age + 0.337[M/H] − 0.053.

(E3)

For passive evolution with constant metallicity, the difference in log10 M/LB can be related to the age of the stellar
population.
∆logM/LB = 0.935 ∆log age
(E4)
If the MQGs at z > 2 are the progenitors of the local Coma relation, the change in M/LB (at fixed dynamical mass)
can be used to estimate a corresponding formation time. The age difference can be written in terms of look-back times
and expressed as the formation time


1 − tform /tobs,z=0
∆log age = log agez=0 − log agez∼2 = log(tform − tobs,z=0 ) − log(tform − tobs,z∼2 ) = log
(E5)
1 − tform /tobs,z∼2
⇔ tform =

10∆log

age

· tobs,z∼2 − tobs,z=0
10(∆logM/LB )/0.935 · tobs,z∼2 − tobs,z=0
=
10∆log age − 1
10(∆logM/LB )/0.935 − 1

The uncertainty on the formation redshift is estimated by varying the M/L ratio uncertainties (∼ 0.25 dex).

(E6)
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fraction evolution (red, blue and black arrow) and luminosity change due to minor mergers (green arrow).
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minor mergers added are match to the predicted stellar mass increase. Model C, the most realistic one adds relative fractions
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evolution is not strongly affected by adding stellar mass at different epochs and give values of log10 (Ltot
B /LB
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